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“By this time, most of us have been working entirely or primarily remotely
for at least a couple weeks. While we were hoping the remote work was
short-term, social distancing guidelines have been expanded for much of
the country. Developing effective remote practice strategies has become a
matter of business survival. But remote working in the current coronavirus
environment requires more than merely accessing your firm network or
cloud-based document management system or hosting web meetings. This
newsletter will explore both technical and practical, even mundane, steps
and tips, that may be useful to practitioners in this trying time.”

We close the week with timely commentary by Mary E. Vandenack, Martin
Shenkman and Jonathan Blattmachr that examines the issues raised by
managing a remote law practice.
Click this link to read their commentary.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
By this time, most of us have been working entirely or primarily remotely for
at least a couple weeks. While we were hoping the remote work was shortterm, social distancing guidelines have been expanded for much of the
country. Developing effective remote practice strategies has become a
matter of business survival. But remote working in the current coronavirus
environment requires more than merely accessing your firm network or
cloud-based document management system or hosting web meetings. This
newsletter will explore both technical and practical, even mundane, steps
and tips, that may be useful to practitioners in this trying time.

HOPE THIS HELPS YOU HELP OTHERS MAKE A POSITIVE
DIFFERENCE!
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Click here to comment on this newsletter.
HELP US HELP OTHERS! TELL A FRIEND ABOUT
OUR NEWSLETTERS. JUST CLICK HERE.
Click Here for Steve Leimberg and Bob LeClair’s NumberCruncher
and Quickview Software, Books, and Other Resources

